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URANUS, THE MOUNTAIN WORLD



U



RANUS, the seventh planet from the Sun, is known throughout the System as the Mountain World. Just as Venus is most renowned for its great swamps, and Mars for its deserts, and Pluto for its ice-fields, so the titanic mountains of Uranus are its best-known natural feature. There are no mountains elsewhere in the Solar System like them. The ranges of old Earth, or the low hills of Jupiter or icy mountains of Pluto are mere molehills compared to the mighty Uranian peaks. Even the smaller ranges soar to heights of five and ten miles. Many of the great peaks are very much higher. And there is one colossal range in the northern hemisphere, called the Mystery Mountains, which have an altitude of at least twenty miles and possibly much more. The Mystery Mountains' eternally cloud-wrapped upper heights have never been explored. It is believed that strange creatures inhabit those lofty hidden heights,



since occasionally men have found grotesque bodies floating down the North River that flows from those mountains toward the Polar Sea. THE PEOPLE OF DARKNESS These stupendous mountain ranges intersect the whole surface of Uranus, divided by chasm-like valleys of incredible depth. Beneath the surface of the planet is a natural wonder almost as great as the mountains, the great caves of Uranus. The interior of the planet is honeycombed by a labyrinth of caverns unmatched anywhere else in the System. Men have explored some of the upper caverns. There is a tiny amount of light in them, emitted from the radioactive minerals in which Uranus is rich. And there is a whole range of life-forms that exist in the caverns and never emerge into the sunlight. These beasts and birds, and also the fish and water creatures that dwell in the underground rivers and sunless seas, have developed eyes capable of seeing clearly in the dim radioactive glow. Also, there are humans of a primitive kind who dwell in the caves and are known as the People of Darkness. They are presumed to be descendants of Uranian stock who ages ago went down into the caves and developed eyesight capable of seeing well there. These People of Darkness never appear on the surface. Intense light dazzles them. Uranus, like most of the outer planets, is kept warm in spite of its great distance from the Sun by the heat of the radioactive matter in its core. This radioactive matter is responsible also for another of the wonders of the seventh planet – the Shining Sea in the southern hemisphere. It is a sea whose waters are so impregnated with radioactive material from deposits in its bed that it glows at night like a great lake of light. The Uranian city of Lulanee is built on the shores of the Shining Sea, and is considered by interplanetary travelers to possess one of the most beautiful settings of any city in the System. THE ENDLESS RIVER Another remarkable natural feature of Uranus is the
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Endless River. This is a torrential stream which flows around the whole planet near the equator. Its waters are kept flowing in an endless course, tugged by the tidal pull of the four moons of the planet. Evaporation of the Endless River is just matched by the inflow of smaller streams, and its perpetual rushing flow from west to east never ceases. It has eroded for itself a deep canyon all around the planet. At one point, a mass of silverbearing rock which resisted the erosion forms a natural bridge across the canyon and river. Near this natural



now been prohibited.



span, which is called Silver Bridge, is situated the Uranian city of Losor. In the wilds south of Losor is the remarkable mountain called Meteor Peak. It is not a natural mountain like the other peaks of Uranus, but is in fact a huge meteor which fell there in times past and half-buried itself in the ground. Because of its unique metallic nature the meteor did not shatter, and still rises from the wilds as a great, dome-like mass of metal. It has sometimes been used as a quarry for certain metals, but that has



any sound vibrations which fall upon them. These queer talc-sheets, whenever the wind strikes them, give forth all the sounds they have "recorded." The result is that in the Valley of Voices one can still clearly hear sounds and human voices which are echoing after thousands of years. On the high tableland in the north which is called Cloud Plateau, is located the loftiest Uranian city. It is Sky City, and is well named because of its extreme altitude. It is of more recent origin than Lulanee and Losor



THE VALLEY OF VOICES In the southern hemisphere is the Valley of Voices. This is one of the curiosities of the System. It is a vast chasm in which echoes literally go on forever. The echo of any sound, in any other place, rapidly dies away as the sound vibrations lose power. But in the Valley of Voices, sheets of a talc-like material exuded from the cliffs seem to have the power of recording in some way
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and the other Uranian cities, since it was not until the invention of rocket-aircraft that a city upon this lofty highland became feasible. The ordinary interplanetary traveler who visits Uranus is always a little bewildered by its moons. Their orbits are the strangest of any satellites in the whole System, for instead of revolving around the planet in the plane of the ecliptic, their orbits are almost at right angles to that plane. To complicate matters, the plane of Uranus' own rotation is at a sharp angle to the ecliptic plane. To make things still stranger, both the rotation of Uranus and the revolution of its moons are from west to east instead of from east to west. The result is that on Uranus, the sun rises in the west and sets in the east, and that it is always far in the north, or in the south, but never directly overhead. You will see the sun go down in the far north, and then see the moons come up in the west and turtle across the sky toward the eastern horizon. The whole process is confusing to strangers from other worlds, though the Uranians claim that other worlds are as confusing to them.



or the arts, but they are perhaps the most skilled miners in the System, due to their long acquaintance with the underground labyrinth of their world. Wherever you go in the System to mining projects, you will find a few Uranian technicians. FLORA AND FAUNA The flora of Uranus is not remarkable, since the planet lacks any very great forests. Most of its trees are stunted ones clinging to their mountain-cliffs. There are lush jungles in some of the deeper valleys, however. Perhaps the most distinctive plant-life of Uranus are its Floating Flowers – flowers that drift in the air by means of sacs into which pure hydrogen is exuded, and whose trailing air-roots supply them with water and nutrition from the air. The animal life of Uranus is abundant, and comprises many of the most ferocious carnivores in the System. The so-called "cliff-apes" are the most dreaded, being not really apes but huge bear-like animals whose six limbs are adapted for clambering over the sheer precipices. The "cloud-cats" are almost as dangerous, being large felines who haunt the cloud-wrapped upper heights of the peaks, and stalk their prey in the eternal mists. More famous than any ground animals are the great birds of prey of Uranus. No birds in the System attain such incredible size as these monsters. The "thunderhawk" has vast wings which can shadow a whole village and can carry off huge beasts in its claws. The "harpies" that are so named because of the remarkable human-like appearance of their winged bodies are really only voracious birds of prey. Their human-like appearance is mere accident, and they are in no way as intelligent as the Qualus, the famous winged men of north Saturn. There are many other species of beasts and birds in the great caverns. But little is known of their natures, since exploration of those sunless depths is always dangerous, and the man who dares to enter them is at a terrible disadvantage in their dark recesses against his attackers.



URANIAN CIVILIZATION The Uranians are one of the most individual peoples in the System. Physically, they are much like other planetary peoples, which is not strange now that it is known that all worlds' peoples came originally of a common stock. The Uranians have yellow skins, dark hair, and small, dark eyes. They possessed considerable civilization long before Earthmen came pioneering to their world, though there is no evidence that the ancient Uranians ever experimented with space travel as the ancient Martians and Jovians did. The Uranians are for the most part a hardy race, as would be expected from a people inhabiting such a mountainous world. But they are perhaps the most conservative and tradition-ridden people in all the nine worlds. They revere custom, and practice a suave courtesy that most people find rather wearying. They are staunch friends, but have none of the high-tempered élan of Mercurians, or indolent good nature of Venusians, or cocky friendliness of Earthmen, They are not especially distinguished in architecture
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